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Sydney truckies join national shutdown
Post your own local updates and news links in comments below.

Truck drivers are meeting in Sydney's west as part of a national shutdown of some
trucking services. The nation-wide industrial action began at midnight last night and is
expected to last for two weeks.

The Long Distance Owners and Drivers Association is campaigning for an increase in
base wages, better safety standards and the removal of the fuel excise.

ABC: Sydney car use leak 'not surprising'
Time to get your rulers out folks.. there's more extrapolating to be done - it's the only way to
predict the future you know!

The New South Wales Opposition has seized on leaked Transport Ministry documents
that show Sydney car use is likely to climb beyond the State Government's 2016
targets.

New figures, released by the Transport Data Centre, show public transport patronage
has climbed rapidly towards 2016 targets.

Herald Sun: Petrol prices a concern for businesses

HIGH petrol prices have joined more traditional factors on the list of concerns among
small business operators.

A recent survey commissioned by telecommunications provider 3 Mobile shows that
high petrol prices and increasing transport costs are putting significant pressure on
small businesses.

According to the survey of more than 1000 businesses around Australia in June, 93 per
cent of respondents agreed that rising petrol costs were having an impact on their
organisation.

SMH: Petrol price woes a threat to wheels for meals
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The 62-year-old pensioner enjoys his volunteer work for the local Meals on Wheels
service, but as fuel prices continue to soar, he has found he is not only giving up his time
but his money in order to help out.

"The cost now is starting to get a bit out of hand," he said. "I'm close now to leaving. If
[the fuel price] stayed up about $1.70, $1.80 [a litre] I would have to rethink, which I'm
kind of doing now. I would miss it because I do enjoy talking with the men and women I
do the run for."

Investors cool to oil shale discoveries
Disclosure: Phil Hart does not own oil shale stocks.

WAS it memories of burned fingers or speculators' capitulation to the bear market?

Whatever the reason, no one is getting excited about oil shale. It may be one of those
stories that will -- unlike uranium and phosphate -- creep up on people rather than go
into overdrive from the beginning, especially if oil prices cement themselves at some
level over $US150 a barrel.

Essendon man spends $49,000 on fully electric car

HIGH petrol prices have driven one man to spend $49,000 on a car that only travels
85km before needing eight hours to recharge.
...
Climate change and high petrol costs motivated the Moonee Valley climate action group
co-founder to part with $32,000 to convert his $17,000 hatchback to electric.

He admitted it was expensive but reducing carbon emissions was critical. "The price of
peak oil is going through the roof but the electricity tariff is pretty well rock-
solid," Mr Keech said.

Oil bogeyman approach won't reduce emissions

AUSTRALIAN motorists have been frightened into greenhouse submission. A shocking
CSIRO report issued earlier this month warns of petrol prices of up to $8 a litre by
2018. There are few buttons hotter than petrol prices to get public attention on the
future cost and availability of transport energy.

The eye-watering projection of a 500 per cent increase in petrol prices is based on one
small section of the Fuel for Thought report, which models a doomsday scenario of
imagining if the exhaustion of the world's oil reserves peak oil was already upon us.

This headline-grabbing analysis by the CSIRO curiously eschews mainstream oil
demand and supply information, instead relying on data from Peak Oil Netherlands
Foundation, which predicts a peak in oil supply in 2010 and a subsequent 3 per cent
decline in supply every year thereafter. PONL describes itself as a group of citizens
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concerned about the effects of peak oil.

Public transport can't save planet

PUBLIC transport is often recommended as a solution to congestion in our cities and as
a way of reducing the fuel costs of working families.

Two cautions are needed regarding this suggestion. First is the increased cost to
governments from any increase in public transport patronage. Victoria has been
successful in increasing annual passenger trips from 351 million in 2001 to 383 million in
2005, but the public transport budget has also increased from $1.34 billion to $1.92
billion over the same period. This works out to a cost of $19 for every trip increase, and
is much higher than the average public transport subsidy for the entire Melbourne
network of trains, trams and buses of about $4 a passenger trip.

The second caution, and this sounds counter-intuitive, is that increased public transport
patronage will probably decrease social equity.

Premier John Brumby warns of dangers in growing too fast

JOHN Brumby has conceded Victoria's population growth is pushing its limits, thanks to
the baby boom and immigration. The Premier said pressures on the transport and
health systems showed the need for caution. In his strongest comments yet on the
state's booming population, he said: "I think we are probably at the limits of growth."

And Mr Brumby said it had been impossible to predict the problems facing public
transport, particularly as a result of increased demand. "No one could have
(predicted it)," Mr Brumby said, "and nor could have anyone predicted the
petrol prices.[Funny, I thought I did predict it? About four years ago to be precise.]

Cross-city rail tunnel likely

PREMIER John Brumby has given his strongest indication yet that the Government will
build a multibillion-dollar rail tunnel to tackle Melbourne's public transport congestion
crisis. Mr Brumby told The Age several train lines were already at full capacity, and the
rail tunnel from Sunshine to Caulfield proposed by transport adviser Sir Rod Eddington
was "obviously about increasing capacity".

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
3.0 United States License.
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